BOTB

B5 (x244xx) or (799xxx)
E5 (022xxx)
F#5 (244xxx)
A5 (577xxx) or (x022xx)
E2 (X799xx)

(PM) = palm mute

Intro:
E|---------------------------------------------|
B|---------------------------------------------|
G|-------------9---------------9------9------9-|
A|---9-9-9-9-9-7---9-9-9-9-7---9-9-7---9-9-7-|
E|---7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-|

Verse 1:
B5 (PM)
Beat on the brat, beat on the brat
Beat on the brat with a baseball bat
Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh

Beat on the brat, beat on the brat
Beat on the brat with a baseball bat
Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh

Chorus:
A5   F#5
A5   F#5   B5
What can you do
What can you do
With a brat like that always on your bum
A5
What can you lose
F#5   B5
What can you do
E2   B5
What can you do
E2   B5
With a brat like that always on your back
A5   F#5   A5   F#5
What can you lose    Lose

Play intro again

Verse 2: Play like verse 1
Beat on the brat
Beat on the brat
Beat on the brat with a baseball bat
Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh
Beat on the brat
Beat on the brat
Beat on the brat with a baseball bat
Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh
Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh
Chorus: Play like previous chorus

What can you do
What can you do
With a brat like that always on your back
What can you lose
What can you do
What can you do
With a brat like that always on your back
What can you lose    lose

Play the Intro to end it.